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About This Game

Lost On The Island - the best virtual vacation you can experience, has become real. You can discover the most unique
immersive vacation, in an open VR world, to enjoy spectacular views, swim with dolphins, teleport and jump from beautiful

rocks and dive into the deep waters around corals and colorful fish.

THE TIME

Now, the time is under your control. Select your time and discover the beauty of the island by the sunset, dawn, day and night
time.

TELEPORTATION

For the first time you will have the opportunity to try a teleportation machine like a hero in a sci-fi movie and discover more
than 15 stunning views of the island.

ENVIRONMENT

The island is a high quality open VR world without any restrictions in movement, swimming and discovering.
Play more than 15 minutes and be ready to enjoy heavy rain and thunderstorms.

Never before has a sense of presence been so close to real.

INTERACTION
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Dive and explore the deep ocean rich with colorful fish and underwater fauna and flora.
Climb and Jump into the water from high cliffs and rocks.

Swim and play with dolphins.
Play hide and seek with turtle.

Chill or mediate in an atmosphere of tranquility by the beach or by the water falls.
Flirt with a myriad of colorful butterflies.

SOUND

Immerse yourself in the ambisonic sound of the nature : waves, water falls, wind and birds.
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Title: Lost On The Island
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Immersive Time Machine Inc.
Publisher:
Immersive Time Machine Inc.
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i5-6600K or AMD Ryzen 5 1400 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070 8GB / AMD RX Vega 56 8GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space
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This game is very fun so far, i have only played it a small amount of time, and i do not think i am going to be playing
Civilization for a long time. There are so many different options to choose once you get your game started, your playthrough
will not be the same each time. ∞/ ∞. This is a game best suited to the casual golf fan (which I am). The presentation of this
game is good. Beautiful UI, attractive courses, easy to get into and play.

The feeling of swinging and hitting feels accurate (albeit assisted in power) in the long game.

Unfortunately, the putting game is a bit off - at the shortest distances it feels fair. At medium range distances (4-20 yards) it
feels very difficult to dial in the correct amount of force. This could be remedied by a better practice system (one that lets you
repeat putts from any distance, location, hole); but the practice system is a very barebones tutorial that lets you take 5 swings
from 4 distances on one hole.

It's not an insurmountable obstacle though - you just need a feather touch for putting. The rest of the game is great.

I also bought Golf Club VR at the same time. While that game appears to be much more accurate and fully featured, it's
presentation and UI is also comparatively lacking. The swing and motion of the long and short game is more accurate, but also
means that I have difficulty pulling off reasonable distances on shots. Performance and appearance also feels inferior to
Everyday Golf VR.

In essence, Everyday Golf VR is trying to be the Everybody's Golf of VR in name and feel; making the game more accessible to
a wider audience. It largely succeeds, is well polished, but still has some issues that need to be sorted for it to truly shine.

At $40 USD, it's steep for a VR game, but a relatively cheap and highly enjoyable golfing experience.

If you enjoy golf from time to time, but you're not after simulation quality mechanics (the feel of the swing feels good and
accurate, but boosted), then this is a good game to have in your library.. Fantastic yuri game. The characters are interesting and
easy to empathize with; although they start based on standard tropes, they quickly become multi-faceted (especially if you play
through different endings and how they react depending on your decisions).

Kudos to Razzart Visual for actually changing up the endings depending on your choices; you don't just get a different
perspective on the same ending, sometimes the primary motivations and even antagonists change!. I Personally dislike like the
game. I love the idea of mocking a game and making an EXTREMELY crude version of GTA but I was excpecting some kind
of quality to this game, because when You start playing very disgusting music, very laggy, it is hard to control the characters, no
switching guns, car control is horrible, crude gameplay, no interiors and the game just crashes randomly. I recommend not
buying it, because you could buy 3 bottles of beer for it and trust me, you will enjoy the beer more than the game.. Mixed
review: Domino Sky is a physics puzzle game where you arrange, well, dominoes to hit some specific marks on the map. The
game has soothing classical music and casual play style. However, all the levels I have played so far only have 1 goal (to hit
different markers), so it becomes quite dull after some levels. If Domino Sky could offer more in gameplay (game modes,
background, or maybe even a story tied into the levels) then it would be a better game.. I love China. They made my Virtual
Reality headset (HTC Vive), and they keep giving me free stuff to play. Oh no wait a minute, this isn't free, it's ten dollars. 
Hmm. I must have got this in a bundle, and so should you. This one is a nice skiing simulator, you can tell because it has
'skiing' in the name. It runs well and looks good. and was immersive. The music is funky too! I guess I will rate it positively,
even though it is overpriced. Pizza....french fries.....pizzaaaaa....french friiiiiies....
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i'm still remember play this game in my p4 with 512ram and in computer lab ah memories~

Note:

it's point & click game don't even bother buy it if you not like the game. An excellently made, wonderfully performing tower-
defence title. Very funny writing and a good story makes this game all the better, my only gripe being with enemies a little too
strong, and slowdown if you mass flamethrowers/acid. Other than that, this is an excellent title to pick up if you like well-
designed tower defence games. I got bored after 30 min. This game needs more polishment!

The artstyle reminds me of Bastion and is indeed gorgeous! The story is unique, but there is nothing that drives it. It's basically
go find more books to consume and the next place will unlock. Combat is basic and requires mouse clicking as fast as possible.

Maybe I should play thru the whole game first before reviewing it, but it's just to boring to continue.. This game is playable, so
ill give it that. The music is nice and so are the particle effects, but that's about it. The dialog in the "story" is just horrible and
the game is voice acted.... BY JUST FOUR DIFFERENT NON-VOICE ACTORS! So the characters sound like they are in a
cheesy high school play. I also think the HUD and menu screens are unappealing and bland. Not to mention the game is
hideously overpriced. It also is just generally not fun. Like I understand that this indie game was made with love by a few
collage students, but I still don't think this game is good enough to win me over.. i like this game. it could use a smarter balance
system though.. Great game, with very good music. Has many hours worth of gameplay for the price. Only 1$! Really. It's a
good well-developed game.
I recommend. For any fan of Sci-Fi and space battle games.
The visual style works well for the game and it has a really appealing design, especially the space looks very good.. This is just a
prototype, not a game. It doesn't even display a summary at the end of a battle\/mission, it just takes you to the main menu.
Having only a few maps and no editor the replayability is very low.
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